
Abstract 

My dissertation examines the interaction between transformation, development of 

traditional culture and modern one under the background of China’s rapid 

modernization. Its focus is on the porcelain craftsmanship culture from the famous 

“porcelain capital”, Jingdezhen. Although the relationship between the traditional and 

the modern has always been widely concerned and discussed in academia, especially 

in sociology and anthropology. Yet, it should be noted that in existing literature we 

rarely investigate the reconstruction and re-creation of traditional craftsmanship 

culture that has been taken for granted in former socialist countries where the spread 

of modernization into social development came much later than its Western 

counterparts. This research begins to fill the gap by extending an art anthropological 

and contextualized perspective on what endows the traditional craftsmanship culture 

with a multitude of modern values in Jingdezhen, and with what structural driving 

forces. 

 

It showcases that what endows the traditional porcelain industry in Jingdezhen 

with numerous modern characteristics are the adaptation of individualized traditional 

craftsmanship to modern technological society; the happy marriage of humanizing 

traditional craftsmanship with mass tourism, and a successful cross-border between 

exquisite traditional craftsmanship and cultural and creative industry. Following the 

discussion on how the state, local government, craftsmen, and ordinary people 

responded actively to modern porcelain industry developments, my thesis continues to 

demonstrate the development of Jingdezhen porcelain manufacturing based on 

traditional porcelain craftsmanship was not fractured and linear, as some current 

scholarship assumed, rather it is continuous and touched upon complicated 

interactions among differing driving forces. 

 

Based on the social structure and function, mutual interactions within a creative 

art community, my detailed examinations and analyses demonstrate that the story of 

what happened within the present-day context has an inseparable relationship with the 



past, which proclaims that we are in a world of change in which generates a new type 

of culture, related both to the living traditional culture and the intrusive modern one. 

It also argues that former industrial sites have been re-exploited into vital, viable, 

creative, and sustainable cultural spaces from industrial use to creative impulse, which 

brings harmonization of urban renew with the traditional local culture. 

 

Overall, this research contributes to knowledge about internal interaction 

mechanism, production, and trade of porcelain art zones in contemporary China and 

beyond, and also broadly sheds light on the variegated terrain of cultural activities in 

Jingdezhen at the time. It is hoping to advance a further expansion in the field of 

anthropological research in the porcelain industry of Jingdezhen It also paves the way 

for the others and provides a detailed insight into some positive consequences of the 

future development direction of porcelain production.  

 

 

 

 

 


